WELCOME TO OUR STAFF,
Before you is our Hospital Policy Manual/Employee Handbook. It is hoped that you will enjoy your work with the
hospital and take pride in these facilities and the care that we provide.
This hospital is committed to a high standard of excellence, and we are looking to you to help achieve and maintain
that standard.
Our goal is to always provide the finest in veterinary care to pets that are brought to our facilities and to be kind and
considerate to their owners. Like our animal patients, clients who come through our hospital doors often are under
stress. The concern for their pets may add strain to our staff; therefore, extending tenderness and a caring attitude is
very important.
You are the most valuable resource that we possess. Each and every job, from doctor to kennel person, will provide
this hospital with a caring professionalism.
We hope that you will find this handbook to be helpful in understanding all of our procedures and policies. If you
have any questions, please direct them to Dr. Bennett. When there are deletions, corrections, additions, or updates
please insert them in your handbook immediately.
Should you have any questions as to the interpretation of any information in this handbook or any other employment
matters, please contact Dr. Bennett.
This handbook is an explanation of our policies and should not be interpreted as an employment contract.
Sincerely,

Lisa Bennett, DVM

Acknowledgment of Receipt
I have received a copy of the Employee Handbook. I understand I am to become familiar with the contents of the handbook as it outlines my
responsibilities, benefits, and guidelines. If I have questions, I understand that I should talk to Dr. Bennett.

Further, I understand
This handbook represents a brief summary of some of the more important hospital guidelines. Therefore, the handbook is not all-inclusive.
This hospital retains the sole right to change, modify, suspend, interpret, or cancel in whole or in part any of the published or unpublished personnel
policies or practices. This hospital can take such actions without advance notice and without having to give cause or justification.
I am aware that I may have access to confidential information about the clients, the patients, the company, some financial matters, and other related
material. I understand this information is critical to the success of the company and that I must maintain confidentiality both during and after my
employment with this office.
I understand my employment with this office is terminable at will, by either myself or by the company, as allowed by law. I understand that all
uniforms, keys, badges, etc issued to me are the property of the hospital and replacement value will be deducted from my final paycheck if they are
not returned in a timely manner (before the last paycheck). I also understand any balance due on my client account will be deducted from my final
paycheck.
I understand every employee is responsible for keeping his or her safety skills up to date. I have viewed the ‘Right To Know Materials’. I know
where the MSDS/safety information is kept and I have read and become familiar with the appropriate information.
I understand that this signed form will become a part of my personnel file to indicate that I have received, read, and understood this manual and the
appropriate safety information.
THE CONTENTS OF THIS HANDBOOK DO NOT CONSTITUTE AN EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONTRACT OF EMPLOYMENT.

Further, I understand the first two months of employment will be temporary employment used as a trial and an introductory period. If
my performance is not acceptable or for other various reasons that it is not in the best interest of the hospital to continue my employment, I may be
terminated without further notice. At the end of two months, my employment will be reviewed and if proved satisfactory, I will be placed on regular
working status.
Keep this copy
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Safety Review Exercise
Name:________________________________
Fill in the blanks.
1) MSDS is short for _____________________________________________and should be referred to before
you use any chemical.
2) Always read the product ____________ and read the manufacturer’s step-by-step directions for use on the
label package_____________.
3) Always wear___________ when handling hazardous chemicals and _________ your hands when you’ve
completed the procedure.
4) Take extra care when working around floor areas that may be __________.
5) If bitten, scratched or cut while caring for animals be sure to wash with water and __________________
soap.
6) The best way to prevent exposure to zoonoses is to wear _______________ and ___________ your hands
following care.
7) There are two measures you can take to protect yourself during radiographic exams. Maintain
___________ from the point of exposure and wear personal ___________ equipment.
8) You have a _________ to _________ about the chemical hazards in your workplace.
9) ________________ materials will become unstable if mixed with other materials, air, water or heat.
10)_________________ materials may cause burns or irritate skin or eyes on contact.
11) Never add ______________ to a pure chemical concentrate.
12) Always lift animals or items by bending your __________, not your ___________.
13) Ask for assistance if lifting over ________#.
14) When handling animals, ____________ let your guard down.
True or False – mark T for true, F for false.
15) ___ The best way to identify a specific substance is by its odor.
16) ___ You should allow all the steam to rise before completely opening the sterilizer door.
17) ___ To prevent inhalation of hazardous chemicals, be sure the work area is well ventilated.
18) ___ How the chemotherapeutic agent is mixed, administered and disposed of can greatly
affect the
occupational hazard.
19) ___ Whenever you spill chemicals you work with, you can always just flush them down the drain.
20) ___ You should always assume there is scalpel blade and/or needles when handling used surgery
instruments.

Circle the best answer.
21) If a chemical agent sprays into your eyes, you should
a) wipe thoroughly with a clean cloth.
b) blot with a moist towel.
c) flush for 15-20 minutes with water under both lids.
22) To mix in the correct order
a) add the chemical or concentrate to water or an already diluted solution.
b) pour water (or a diluted solution) directly o n to a pure chemical concentrate.
c) either way will work.
23) When administering chemotherapeutic agents
a) a quiet, dust-free, draft-free work place is imperative.
b) a place next to heating and cooling vents must be provided.
c) double gloving is recommended.
d) a & c.
24) It is important to remember that
a) cleaning chemicals like bleach are so common they don’t really present any hazards.
b) alcohol is used in many ways, so it must not really present any hazards.
c) wearing gloves and eye protection is important even when working with common
chemicals like
bleach or alcohol.
25) When completing dentistry services you must wear
a) goggles/eye protection
b) face/respiratory mask
c) gloves
d) all of the above
I have reviewed this exercise with my supervisor. I understand the contents of this training.
Employee: ________________________________ Date: _______________________
I am satisfied that the employee named above understands the contents of this training.
Supervisor: _______________________________ Date: ________________________

